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LakeEze™ Ladder

The LakeEze™ Ladder by Kroeger Marine
The LakeEze™ Ladder now makes it easier and safer to access the lake from your dock.
Patent Pending angled design with five steps, 21 3/8” wide and 11 3/4” deep treads, along
with its sturdy handrail and equipped with EzePull technology, present a more reliable
way to get in and out of the water. At Kroeger Marine, we make it a priority to ensure that
you, your family, and your friends receive the highest quality product and service while
enhancing your safety and fun!

Key Features:
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Provides easier, safer access from your dock
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Ideal for all ages and furry friends
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Same rise and run as the stairs in your home,
with a 42 degree gentle slope
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Tall grab rail with side hoops for added stability
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EzePull Technology allows the ladder to easily
rotate into the stowed position with minimal
effort requiring only 40 lbs of pull force and is
rated for 10,000+ cycles
Stable sitting surface in the water with 350 lb
weight capacity—load cycle tested 25,000+ times
with no failures
Perforated steps are made of high strength
glass-filled nylon that provide a non-skid,
gentle surface and also reduce drag, making
lifting easier
Steps come in a variety of colors and are UV
resistant
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Reversible ladder handrail side with the
option to have one or two handrails
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Ladder mounting ties into frame or spans many
boards to prevent damage to decking
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High-quality aluminum ladder and handrail
design with stainless steel hardware and brass
nuts, all rust-resistant
Easy to follow installation instructions

Dimensions:
-32” wide from outside of dock
handrails
-Ladder width of 27 1/2”
-84” tall at the peak when leaned
back onto deck
-Bottom step is 44 3/8” below the
deck height
-Tread depth of 11 3/4” with 1 3/8”
of overlap and riser height of 9 1/2”

